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Web design agencies in Dubai follow a set of rules to make their websites responsive and

user-friendly. Below are some of the tips they have adopted to create intelligent and

successful websites.
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Keeping it simple

A simple and user-friendly website design Dubai garners more attention than any other

design. The more effort a user has to put into navigating the website, the lesser the chance

for conversions. If the entire purchasing process is tedious and complex for the users, they

naturally wouldn’t have the patience to go through the entire process. If you check out the

web designs in Dubai, you can see how they always integrate a simple menu bar to facilitate

easier navigation for the users. A website that is easy to navigate will prompt the user to

explore all the service offerings and finally lead them to the stage of service/product

purchase. This is exactly why every website needs a search option in its design.

With the right SEO practices, it is possible to index relevant content to ensure customers

easily find out what they are looking for on the web page.

Optimized web page loading speed

The web design agency Dubai makes it a top priority to ensure the optimum page loading

speeds for a positive customer journey. As online reports suggest, every positive impact

made by a website on the user will directly influence the user loyalty and how they associate

with the brand. Since every online journey leaves a long-lasting impression on the users,

web development companies in Dubai ensure to add higher loading speed to the websites

they design. The SERP rankings of Google are also influenced by the loading speed of the

websites.
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Mobile-friendly designs

Responsive designs and a progressive approach are two core factors followed by many

website designs in Dubai. These elements lead to a mobile-first approach that is essential in

web designing. Since more than half of the website traffic generates from mobile devices, it

becomes absolutely essential to integrate this approach when developing websites.
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